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Introduction
Develop Innovative Tech Solutions 
to Accelerate Business and Profitability

Accruon Technologies (AT) Pvt Ltd is the best technology 
partner for your business. We always ensure to provide 
highly responsive and reliable customer service. In the 
process, we have consistently achieved remarkable 
customer satisfaction. Whatever concepts you may 
have in mind, our dedicated fleet of skilled professionals 
can transform them into reality. Accruon helps you 
design and customize solutions based on your demands 
and requirements. Being a technological provider, we 
help you strategize technologically to keep you a 
step ahead.

accruontechnologies.com

Why Choose Us?
24/7 Customer Support

Awesome Team Members

100% Quality Product
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We deliver 
SOLUTIONS that
Fit your Business

Our Mission

Our Vision

Our Core Values

To become the leading business solution and digital transformation 
provider for businesses and organizations.

To be a pioneer in business solutions through technical expertise 
and helping the business world to reach greater heights. Here we 
incorporate next-generation digital transformation to enhance the 
growth of your business.

Spirit Of Excellence
Dream Releasing
Greater Good
Courage
Humility
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Our Principles Of Success

We are the prime providers of client-centered services and business 
solutions. Accruon helps you design and customize solutions based 
on your demands and requirements.

We grant technological strategies to keep you a step ahead. Accuron 
helps you design and customize solutions based on your demands & 
requirements.

Preparation

We are not only focused on technology but also the impact our 
services make on your business. We constantly evaluate the value 
addition we make and keep on evolving with you.

We ensure the utmost growth of your enterprise. Achieve optimum 
returns with the most advanced technology & well-planned strategies.

Team Work

Accruon helps you keep focused on the objectives of your business 
using fine tuning technological strategies that keep you ahead.

Business Philosophy

We helps you customize solutions based on your demands & 
requirements. Being a technological provider, we help you 
strategize technologically to keep you a step ahead.

Keep Learning

accruontechnologies.com

Working Hard

Adaptation
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Our Services

accruontechnologies.com

Rapid growth in mobile technology has probed innovation in mobile application 
development for both established businesses and especially entrepreneurs. Our team 
of qualified mobile app developers dive deep into business operations and execute 
innovative UI/ UX designs, engaging and appealing user interfaces with robust 
architecture that ensures hassle-free performance. Accruon technology is a reputed 
mobile application development company that provides the power of the latest 
technology, frameworks, and SDK to convert challenging business ideas into 
high-performing mobile applications.

MobileApp Development

Our web app developers create web applications that cater to your requirements. We 
believe in bringing revolution by developing next-gen B2B and B2C solutions for our 
clients. Accruon technology delivers software solutions from start-ups to enterprise 
companies. We have nearly two decades of experience in providing web application 
development services to industry verticals. Our web app developers will evaluate your 
requirements and develop web apps that are secure & stable. We believe in guiding our 
clients by providing timely support and maintenance.

Software Development
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Our web app developers create web applications that cater to your requirements. We 
believe in bringing revolution by developing next-gen B2B and B2C solutions for our 
clients. Accruon technology delivers software solutions from start-ups to enterprise 
companies. We have nearly two decades of experience in providing web application 
development services to industry verticals. Our web app developers will evaluate your 
requirements and develop web apps that are secure & stable. We believe in guiding our 
clients by providing timely support and maintenance.

Web Development

The constant technological advancement demands that e-commerce business owners 
must stay ahead with their competitive business offerings. We help you improve the 
customer experience by building a fully-functional e-commerce application that can 
seamlessly navigate, continuously integrate with third-party apps, improve the load time 
of websites, and offer interactive UI that enhances the overall virtual shopping experience. 
Accruon technology is a leading e-commerce development company that upholds 
strong domain expertise in building cutting-edge e-commerce apps with increased agility, 
scalability, and robustness.

E-Commerce
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We provide the best Big Data & Analytics services in Kochi, Kerala. Big data analytics 
can point the way to several business benefits, including new revenue possibilities, 
more effective marketing, better customer service, improved operational efficiency, 
and competitive advantages over competitors.

Big Data & Analytics

Accruon Technology is the best digital marketing service provider in Kochi. We excel in 
marketing your business online. In the process, we have constantly achieved customer 
satisfaction. We never compromise on quality. Appoint us, and we will make your 
business a grand success. We study the internet patterns with the help of advanced 
technological tools like Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Search Engine Marketing 
(SEM), Social Media Marketing, and more.

Digital Marketing
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With Blockchain Technology, Accruon helps you make the transaction bases stronger 
between the sender and the receiver. The payment gateways are made extremely 
secure and unbreakable that every member in the network has a duplicate of precisely 
the same data as an appropriate ledger.

Blockchain Technology

Cloud computing is the delivery of different services through the Internet. Accruon 
helps you generate this cloud system and store data in the form of packets that could 
travel around the world, with the only requisite being a stable internet connection and 
a mutual server.

Cloud Computing
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Our Products

Project management software has the capacity to help plan, organize, and manage 
resource tools and develop resource estimates.

Project Management

CRM is a process in which a business administers its interactions with customers, typically 
using data analysis to study large amounts of information.

CRM Software

Application software that records and processes accounting transactions within accounts 
payable, receivable, journal, general ledger, payroll, and trial balance.

Accounting Software
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A computer program that enables customer-care operators to keep track of user requests 
and deal with other customer-care-related issues.

Help Desk Software

Software that combines a number of systems and processes to ensure the easy 
management of human resources, business processes and data.

HR Software

Applications that provide enterprises with various reports about their businesses. Reports 
can be sales , production reports, reports for a specific problem.

Reporting Software
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“Software that is capable of intelligent behavior.” Simulating a number of capabilities, 
including reasoning, learning, problem solving, perception, knowledge representation.

Artificial Intelligence

The Search engine optimization software is an online platform that helps you monitor, 
organize, and analyze data relating to your website's performance in search engines.

SEO Software

Simulation software is used widely to design equipment so that the final product will be 
as close to design specs as possible without expensive in process modification.

Simulation Software
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Tracking inventory levels, orders, sales and deliveries. Used in the manufacturing industry 
to create a work order, bill of materials & other production-related documents.

Inventory Management

To receive, track, manage and store documents and reduce paper. Most are capable of 
keeping a record of the various versions created and modified by different users.

Document Management

Software platforms and technologies designed for marketing departments and organizations 
to more effectively market on multiple channels online and automate repetitive tasks.

Marketing Automation
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At Accruon Technologies, we’re passionate about demonstrating the tangible benefits 
digital transformation can bring your business. We truly care about our clients and strive 
to make your business more successful using the latest technology. We help you in 
making your business easy, comfortable, and cost-effective. Our versatile aspects 
incorporate not only the IT sector but also finance, management, and legal fields. 
With over two decades of experience in the international business field in Europe and 
the Middle East, the expert professionals in Accruon are well equipped to restructure 
your business with ease and comfort.

We render you all the time in our day and dedicate it 
completely to make you and your business the prime 
talk of the town. Working like clockwork and building 
deep-rooted relations with our clients is what helps us 
in remaining up-to-date.

The services we offer include various spectrums of IT, and 
along with the services we provide, comes Accruon, at 
your service. IT and Accruon, along with your help, would 
make a great team. Let's use these modern technologies 
to boost your business into an eternal spotlight.

Why Accruon

We're Always Giving Best Service

24/7 Customer Support

Awesome Services
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Understanding our client requirements and incorporating 
that into the product is one of our expertise.

We Listen

The primary concern is the safety of data, and, hence 
Accruon assures you and your users' safe browsing, out of 
the confidence we have in our data protection services.

Data Protection

A dedicated team of software development professionals 
who work exclusively on a client's project. Our team is 
nourished through the love towards every client equally. 
Therefore, our team members would work round the 
clock to achieve paramount satisfaction.

Dedicated Team Members

An inside quality assurance check and review is made by 
experts who have been in this field for years and 
decades. This helps the quality of the product to be of a 
superior level, which would stand supreme to the other 
competitions.

Quality Assurance
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We provide service to a variety of platforms to deliver end-to-end customer solutions. The 
primary sector of our service is based on the development, execution, and consultation of 
solutions on a Microsoft Platform which is developed on Visual Studio, Windows, Web, 
SQL Server, .NET Core, and Azure. Apart from this, a dominant segment of our services 
involves cloud platforms such as Amazon AWS and Digital Ocean. Being the finest 
providers of iOS/Android, React Native, and Flutter for native Mobile Development, 
PHP/MySQL, Java,PostgreSQL for open source development, we also provide essential 
technological services such as Java Spring boot, Node JS, and Laravel. Along with the other 
Operating Systems, Accruon actively supports Windows and Linux server deployments as well.

Technologies We're Experts In

Our Philosophy
Accruon helps you keep focused on the objectives of 
your business using fine-tuning technological strategies 
that keep you ahead. Lately, technology and digital 
transformation are at the essence of triumphant 
business growth. Digital transformation as an eternal 
part of a successful business strategy has a positive 
impact on business operations. This transformation has 
led to faster opportunities, cost-effective operations, 
meeting regulatory deadlines, improved employee and 
customer experience, and remains competitive. 
Accruon presents your business with a new dynamic of 
opportunities starting from modernized traditional 
business experience to high-end technology.
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Reach out to us in the
nearest office

BENGALURU OFFICE
41/1, Trisha Mansion, First Floor, Nanjappa Road Shanti Nagar,

Bengaluru, Karnataka, India - 560027
Phone:- +91 93884 11292

Email:- support@accruontechnologies.com

SHARJAH - UAE OFFICE
PO Box 70735, Office 10, Level 1, Sharjah Media cIty, Sharjah, UAE  

 Phone:- + 971 529137700
Email:- support@accruontechnologies.com

INFOPARK - KOCHI
2nd Floor, Carnival Infopark, Phase-1, Infopark, Kochi, Kerala India - 682042

Phone:- +91 7592000985
Email:- support@accruontechnologies.com


